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About Me
I’m Corinne, a 29 year old lifestyle
blogger from West Yorkshire, UK. I’m
mildly addicted to exercise, slightly
addicted to Harry Potter and Disney and
have an aggressive dress problem. I’m
very act i ve w i th in the b logg ing
community and run the Saturday night
Twitter chat #socialbloggers. I also spoke
on a blogging panel at Web We Want
Fest in April 2015.

Followers
As of 1st August 2015:
Bloglovin: 1867
Twitter: 3120
Instagram: 1550
Google Plus: 1110
Facebook: 2988

Statistics 
July 2015 Stats from Google Analytics:
Sessions: 10983
Users: 9198
Pageviews: 15686
DA: 36

Readership
18-34 year old females from UK and the
US.

Contact
corinne@skinnedcartree.com

About the Blog
I started skinnedcartree.com in December
2013 with the goal of showing the world
my dresses. Since then, I’ve moved from
fashion to lifestyle and post about beauty,
travel, self-improvement and general
babble about my life. 

Work with me.
Reviews:
I’m willing to review products from brands
that I see fit with my blog and would be of
interest to my audience. I aim to post
reviews within 7 days of the product
arriving, unless it’s a product that may
need a longer period of testing such as
skincare. If I’m expected to work within a
timeframe or given a brief, a further free
may be charged.

Sponsored post:
I’m happy to write sponsored posts that fit
within the theme of my blog. All sponsored
posts will be declared as so and will be
written in my own words.

Giveaways:
I host giveaways on my blog. Giveaways
will be ran using the Rafflecopter plug in
and will be in line with the ASA guidelines.

Advertising:
I have a number of advertising spots on
skinnedcartree.com. I am open to offering
a discount for multiple months.
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